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FishEye Software

Real-Time Embedded Application Software Development

Corporate Overview
FishEye Software is a software products and software
engineering service company headquartered in the
greater Boston, Massachusetts area. FishEye specializes in
systems that create, analyze, and distribute large volumes
of data in real-time. Since 1998, the company has been
developing, integrating and testing mission-critical and
operational software for government and commercial
customers in systems like phased-array radars, air-traffic
control, missile defense, and command and control.

Core Competencies
`` Software Infrastructure and Tools for Capture, Analysis,
and Distribution of Massive Data in Real-Time
`` Software Engineering Services for Development,
Integration, and Test of Real-Time Embedded Systems

Leadership Statement
FishEye is passionate about software engineering
and building real-time embedded systems. We
offer preeminent software engineering services
from an agile engineering team with experience
implementing some of the world’s most sophisticated
defense and commercial systems. Our mission is to
embed our expertise into software tools to accelerate
development, testing, information extraction,
customization, and open interoperability of large
systems. FishEye is dedicated to changing how realtime embedded systems are engineered.

Technology Accelerating Real-Time
Real-Time system developers are challenged by tight
timelines, constrained budgets, demands to extract
more information from increasing and massive amounts
of data. FishEye’s Real-Time Tool Kit (RTTKTM) product
suite of software tools capture real-time data with X-raylike access, moves complex analysis from post-mission
processing into real-time, and exploits data to unlock
more information and rapidly distribute it to more users.
Developers and integrators of systems like sensors,
combat systems, and pilotless vehicles use the FishEye’s
software to reduce development cost, automate test,
analyze in real-time, and to deliver new information to
more users. The Real-Time Tool Kit (RTTKTM) is changing
how real-time embedded systems are made.

Products
Real-Time Tool Kit (RTTKTM)
Capture, Analysis, and Distribution of Massive Data in
Real-Time

FishEye’s Real-Time Tool Kit (RTTKTM) Capture provides real-time X raylike data access to unlock highly detailed binary data in the language
of domain experts. FishEye’s technology captures real-time data in
a system’s native binary but uses a unique and innovative MetadataInjection process to store the data in an open standards, platform
independent, self-describing and high-performance data format. The
access exposes internal data that otherwise may not be available to endusers, is distributed over system tasks and computers, or is challenging
to collect because of the large volume. System developers can reduce
development cost and risk by reducing time spent developing data
capture functions, reduce post processing time by eliminating the post
processing data conversion step, and quickly assess how the software
is performing. Integrators and Testers can use internal data to diagnose
problems, verify proper operation, and increase testing automation.

Analysis in Real-Time through Complex Event Processing
FishEye’s Metadata Injection unlocks the native binary data enabling
high-performance real-time analysis through RTTK’s real-time complex
event processing (CEP). RTTK’s CEP analyzes system data and makes
decisions in real-time. Domain experts and end-users change a
system’s behavior by monitoring and responding to real-time events
as they are happening in a language they understand. RTTK’s highperformance decision engine delivers real-time performance using
a proprietary process, which eclipses the performance of traditional
databases or Structured Query Language (SQL) like decision engines
or transformation services. The combined direct access and real-time
automated decisions means systems can now behave as a unified
system; much like a brain digests nerve input, makes decisions, and
orchestrates actions.

Fusing Distributed Real-Time Systems

RTTK uses Metadata Injection to publish and distribute subsystem data
through a Publish-Subscribe Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) in a
high-speed, self-subscribing, and domain specific language. RTTK’s
real-time Publish-Subscribe interface offers a configurable and loosely
coupled subsystem interface simplifying subsystem integration and
allowing independent subsystem upgrades.

Services and Areas of
Technology
FishEye Software provides hightechnology engineering services to
defense, government, and commercial
customers in:
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Types of Software Engineering
Services:
` Requirements Engineering
` System Engineering
` Software Architecture Design
` Software Development
` Database Design
` Integration
` Test
` Mission Analysis
` System Verification
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Software Applications Specialties:
Advanced Sensor Systems and Air
Traffic Control
` Phase Array Radars
` Mission Planning
` Mission Execution
` Receiver Exciter Software
` Radar Signal Processing
` Beam Scheduling
` Commands Generation
` Radar Hardware Control
` Target Tracking
` Satellite Catalog Management
` Monte Carlo Testing
` Radar Modeling and Simulations
` Sensor Communications
` Post Mission Processing and Analysis
`

` World-side Site Deployment,
Integration, and Support

`

`

Command and Control
` User Interface and Displays
` Subsystem Communications

`

`

`

Data Capture and Analysis Systems
` Medical Patient Electronic Computer
Aptitude Testing
` Cloud Storage Reporting
` Railway Transportation Infrastructure
Analysis

Markets / Customers
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Our expertise spans these markets:
Defense Systems
` Air Force
` Navy
` Army
` Missile Defense

`

Government Systems
` Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

Defense Systems
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The FishEye Software team has played instrumental
roles in several important large Department of Defense
Systems spanning from 1985 to the present time. Without
exception, the FishEye Software team of engineers has
been, and continues to be, essential contributors from
system inception through site acceptance test and
beyond The FishEye Software team has contributed to
the fielding of the following:
` Ground-Based Radar (GBR-P)
` Cobra Judy (AN/SPQ-11)
` Theater High-Altitude Area Defense (THAAD)
` Cobra Dane (AN/FPS-108)
` Ballistic Missile Defense System (BMDS)
` Upgraded Early Warning Radars (UEWR),
` Spaceborne Small Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
` Sea Sparrow
` Have Stare (AN/FPS-129)
` Time Critical Targeting
` Sea-based X-band Radar (SBX)
` USS Zumwalt (DDG 1000)
` JADGE

Commercial Systems

`

The FishEye Software team has supported the development
of a diverse set of commercial applications including:
` Private Medical Research
`

` Cloud Storage
`

` Railway Transportation
`

` Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System
(STARS)
`

` Digital Airport Surveillance Radar (DASR/ASR-11)

Profile
After spending more than a decade designing, integrating and
testing radars and command and control systems, FishEye has
identified the challenges in developing large real-time systems. While
the tasks performed by these systems varied widely, they all shared
real-time requirements and the ability to extract internal data for
subsequent analysis.
FishEye Software provides software and services dedicated to software
systems development, integration, and test in the real-time defense and
commercial communities. Since 1998, the company has been delivering
mission-critical and operational software for air-traffic, missile defense,
and command and control systems.

Core Advantage
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Our team averages 25 years industry experience
Agile and Rapid Innovation
Deep Expertise in Sensors
Expert Understanding of Real-Time Embedded Systems
Delivering real-time systems since 1998
Passionate about building reliableReal-Time Systems
Proven track record from concept design to product release and
after-market support

Community Involvement
At FishEye we believe that our company is measured not just in terms of
our success as a business, but also in terms of our involvement with the
community. Toward that end we actively seek to support local non-profit
organizations, both financially and through volunteering efforts.

